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To see photographs today in spaces marked for the display of art is commonplace and warrants
no special attention. Indeed, in discursive and material contexts where the critique of art’s
institutions has not only been absorbed by those very institutions but, on occasion, commissioned
by the museum or gallery itself, thus turning ‘criticism into spectacle’,1 photographic practice 
is readily naturalised as artistic practice and its objects avidly take on the lure of an old-
fashioned aestheticism.2

Of course, with its deconstructive intent, much contemporary artwork using photography 
as its medium has made a desideratum of shaking off the nineteenth-century legacy of – and
burden borne by – the photographic image. In different ways, Cindy Sherman, Jo Spence,
Yasumasa Morimura and Hiroshi Sugimoto – to name but a few – all highlight the constructed
nature of the photographic image and its distance from the empirical ‘fact’ stumbled upon by the
photographic opportunist in search of an object. In another register, practitioners like Jeff Wall,
Andreas Gursky, Victor Burgin, or, in South Africa, Jo Ractliffe, expose a dialectic between
artifice and document in the photographic object as framed by an institution (‘the museum’, ‘the
gallery’) and a discourse (‘art’, ‘politics’). Yet the theoretical and practical underpinnings 
of photography’s origins cling to it like a haunting. Emerging, as it did, in the mid-nineteenth
century, photography inherited the opposing imperatives of Romanticism and Realism, each laying
its own tendentious claim to one or the other of the terms of Zola’s famous definition of a work
of art as ‘a corner of nature seen through a temperament’.

This was the agon between Romanticism and Realism: temperament versus nature; the primacy of
the author versus that of the scene. Photography has, by its manifest grounding in the empirical,
by the apparent plenitude of its denotative status, leaned more strongly towards the realist
proposition. Indeed, photography affects the real as myth affects truth. Yet, if it has distinguished
itself by its unprecedented referentiality – by the apparent transparency of its sign – photography
nevertheless remained yoked to the aesthetic, first through its adoption 
of a pictorialism and a formal vocabulary directly derived from painting, and later, in its reaction
against its own industrialisation, through its insistence on an auteur no less individual and
idiosyncratic than that of painting. Roland Barthes recognises this dichotomy more abstractly 
as the paradox binding the denotative and connotative functions of photography, a paradox
whereby the photograph can be simultaneously ‘objective’ and invested – in other words, both 
a slice of the real and drenched in cultural value and intentionality.3 What he calls a paradox
is in effect the recognition that while the photograph apparently functions as pure denotation
– in other words, as an analogue of reality – there can be no denotation without connotation; 

no image without a code. This connotative status, wrapped up in the ‘art’ or ‘rhetoric’ that shapes
photographic meaning, defines the photograph’s insertion in history, in culture, 
in discourse, in ideology. In turn, Allan Sekula absorbs and reframes Barthes’s dichotomy, positing

‘informative’ against ‘affective’ photographic ends: on the one hand, the notion of the photo-
graph as testimony and document, as unembellished observation; on the other, as expression
and spirituality. Sekula schematically summarises the binary ‘folklore’ of photography (realist
vs symbolist) as generating a series of distinctions in the role of the photographer herself:
witness or seer, reporter or artist.4

While this binarism is, in effect, elided in all photographic images, a whole class
of photographs is manifestly exempt from this dichotomous logic. The picture commissioned 
by a sitter and taken at the photographer’s studio, in a specifically chosen location or against 
a desired backdrop, is both rhetorical and documentary, although usually that which it
documents is not quite what the sitter has envisioned. Rather, it reveals what Barthes,
in a different context, calls the ‘tamed richness’ through which mythic form and content
constantly alternate  in a ‘turnstile’ of meaning: first, the surface allure with all its details,
then the ‘reserve of history’ of which it speaks.5 This reserve of history is surely that
of a class and its aspirations, but it also charts the individual’s relation to smaller sites
of social production and identification: the family, ‘the community’, a professional or rec-
reational group. Such shots are invested or, in the broadest sense, ideological. Eternalising
an instance not so much of the unique as of the typical, they partake of a repertoire of cul-
tural conventions borrowed from ‘a “historical grammar” of iconographic connotation’.6

In so doing, they literalise the ways in which the structures of photographic representation
implicate the reproduction of ideology,7 but, like all conduits of ideology, they seem to offer
the subject the opportunity of a unique and personalised address. 

The commissioned ‘still shot’ shares with the domestic snapshot its narrative of connectedness.
But where the family photo-archive exposes the liaisons through which the family constructs and
conceives of itself, the more formal commissioned portrait performs that connectedness in its
very address. For whether it is celebratory – marking a rite of passage such as a birth, a
barmitzvah, a graduation or a wedding – or merely the memorialisation of an apparently randomly
chosen moment, such a photograph reveals more than just the subject picturing and
remembering itself. Rather, this is the way the subject wishes to be thought of and remembered
by others, by another. Whether its recipient is an extended group of family and friends or
apparently no one in particular, such a commissioned mise-en-scène is a picture for someone, an
image with a desired or fantasised spectator. Moreover, whatever the pose and props, the framing
and lighting, however conventionalised the photographic idiom, the motion of placing oneself in
the hands of a professional photographer exposes the lineaments of a wish, a longing. Potently,
what is commissioned here, then, is the portrait of a desire conceived in relation to the gaze of
the Other. But what happens when such a photograph is commissioned, taken… and then not
collected? This is one of the questions addressed by Terry Kurgan’s Park Pictures (2004).

•

Material Ghosts: Terry Kurgan’s Park Pictures
Ruth Rosengarten
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Kurgan’s involvement with the forty or so street photographers working in Joubert Park 
in Johannesburg dates from 2001. Home to the Johannesburg Art Gallery, the park is one of the
few green spaces in the inner city, locked within a dense, complex and fluid urban context. In
2001, the curators of The Joubert Park Public Art Project (Bie Venter, Dorothee Kreutzfeldt and
Jo Ractliffe) invited over fifty local and international artists to respond to and interact with the
culture and economy of the two disjunctive spaces, the park and the gallery. 

Named after a Boer military hero, Commandant-General P.J. Joubert, the park was planned 
in 1887, a year after Johannesburg came into being, although it only opened to the public
in 1906. Always considered both physically and metaphorically marginal,8 today it is notoriously
unsafe for visitors owing to its location in a socially volatile and demographically unstable
precinct, with its migrant population scrabbling for economic survival; bustling with improvised,
informal and often transient trade. The area is marked by high population density, illicit activities
(such as the growing narcotics trade), physical deterioration and crime. While unemployment is a
problem, demographic and commercial mobility and housing seem
to be overriding determinants: the area is overcrowded by large numbers of black households9

in search of work opportunities or wishing to be close to their sources of income, moving into the
vacuum left by the departure of business from Johannesburg’s city centre to its peripheries, and
with no significant new infrastructures or housing development to contain the demographic afflux.
Initiatives such as the Joubert Park Public Art Project or the Creative Inner City Initiative (2003),
with its scheme to ‘creatively regenerate’ the environments of Joubert Park, Hillbrow and Berea,
have been implanted in recent attempts to clean up the park and integrate it with its surrounding
neighbourhood, mobilising an official or quasi-official rhetoric of ‘community’ as a sine qua non
of progress and democracy.

The Johannesburg Art Gallery was established in 1910. Funded by Randlord money, it was
conceived as a bastion of British cultural values, and, as Jillian Carman points out, at a time
when both British culture and the productivity of the goldmines were under threat, its aim,
materialised in both its imperial architecture and its founding collection, was symbolically
to consolidate the British way of life by creating a cultural infrastructure and a source of

symbolic capital that would ‘attract suitable immigrant families to service the mines and their
community’.10 Standing on the southern edge of the park with its back to it,11 overlooking what
is now a busy railway cutting and teeming taxi rank, it was designed in 1911 by the British

architect Edward Lutyens (later celebrated for his instrumental role in the layout and design 
of the new capital of British India, New Delhi, a precinct now also known as Lutyens’s Delhi),
though it was not until 1915 that construction on the site was completed under the supervision
of South African architect Robert Howden. Ten years into its post-apartheid democracy, at a time
when the collective imaginary in South Africa is consciously and conscientiously dedicating itself

to the periodisation of a national present in significant commemorative ventures (for example the
Hector Pieterson Memorial Museum in Soweto, the Apartheid Museum and Constitution Hill in
Johannesburg, the District Six Museum and the heritage site of Robben Island in Cape Town ),
the colonial anachronism itself of Lutyens’s project stands as a material reminder, the removal of
which would constitute a form of wilful amnesia.12 For if, as Michel de Certeau has suggested,
‘beginnings’ require an ‘originary nonplace’ in order to forge a new chronology of significant
events,13 the transformation of such charged ‘places’ into new ‘spaces’,14 while effecting
revitalisation and reform, would also signal a mnemic erasure.

•

Newly resident in Johannesburg in 2001, Kurgan – whose work has for some years concerned
itself with the conventions of photography, with what and how photographs mean – describes her
delight at what she found when beginning to research her contribution to the Joubert Park Public
Art Project:

Joubert Park was full of street photographers, each displaying his or her own unique style
and specialisation on a board. Their collective body of work, effectively thousands of
snapshots, produced over many years, has become an extraordinary ‘social history
archive’ and powerful means for many of their clients of shaping personal and cultural
history, memory and identity. I felt at home developing a project with the park
photographers.15

While the project Kurgan elaborated in 2001 involved working with six of the park photographers,
designing and producing a portable photographic studio with appropriate lighting and multiple
backdrops for their everyday use and documenting the procedure,16 in Park Pictures, an exhibition
staged within the confines of the Johannesburg Art Gallery, she has returned to the park
photographers as a collectivity. The installation immediately confronts the spectator with the
potentially disjunctive relationship between the activities within and without the gallery frame,
but also with the representational conventions they may share.

Of the forty-five park photographers, forty agreed to collaborate in Kurgan’s project. The duration
of their incumbency at the outset of the project varied from merely two weeks to over two
decades. Mostly migrants, they occupy a central place in the culture and economy of the park
where daily they take their fixed positions and enjoy a busy if not lucrative trade. They receive
R10 per commissioned photograph, half as down-payment, the other half at collection. Most say
customers return within a week to collect their picture, but some only return months or even 
a year later. ‘Each photographer’, Kurgan explains, ‘carries around a huge number of (as yet)
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The fixed positions of
40 photographers who work 
in Joubert Park

1 John Makua

2 Jabulani Mpofu

3 Oscar Khumalo

4 Lungisani Mhlanga

5 Godfrey Ndlovu

6 Robert Madamalala

7 Tidings Masuku

8 Baldwin Rabapane

9 Joel Shandu

10 Bheki Mthethwa

11 Mthokozisi Shandu

12 Santos Cossa

13 Dennis Chauke

14 Nkosiyabo Ndlovu

15 Charles Khangale

16 Thulani Khuzwayo

17 Funukwazi Shanku

18 Wilson Moyo

19 Vela Mdlalose

20 Zakhele Kubheka

21 Robert G. Zwiitavahthu

22 Mzwandile Manqele

23 Stephanie Mabotja

24 Andile Phendu

25 Sbu Mchunu

26 Mandla Goye

27 Siphiwe Shandu

28 David Selepe

29 Mattheus Mathya

30 Mduduzi Ntshangase

31 Varrie Hluzani

32 Shumani Matshavha

33 Gilbert Khumalo

34 Given Makamu

36 Marco Phakati

37 Isaac Phakati

38 Khulelani Mdlalose

39 Patrick Ramukhuvhathi

40 Nicholas Ndlovu
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unclaimed photographs at any one time’. The photographs commissioned are, she continues, 
of ‘ordinary people who live around or commute through Joubert Park. They come from all over
the country and the continent as economic migrants. […] They choose their photographer,
perform their best selves and those images become terribly important documents.’

These posed still shots are, arguably, documents of a desire for narrative coherence and
subjective dignity for a migrant population necessarily in the throes of a memory crisis. Writing 
of the inception of Gerhard Richter’s Atlas at the time of his move from East to West Germany,
Benjamin Buchloh contemplates the structure of ‘mnemonic desire’, the desire not only 
to remember but also to memorialise, for the migrant subject. Mnemonic desire, he observes,

is activated especially in those moments of extreme duress in which the traditional
material bonds between subjects, between subjects and objects, and between objects
and their representation appear to be on the verge of displacement, if not outright
disappearance.17

If, in its evidentiary capacity, photography has been intimately linked to travel as recreation
or even vocation, for the migrant, the photograph serves on the one hand as a means 
of formalising memory and rendering it material and portable and, on the other, as validation
of the objectives of migrancy itself. The aim of such photographs, whether kept or sent ‘back
home’ might be to say: ‘Look, I’m fine. And see how well I’ve done for myself!’ It is the indexical
nature of the photograph that serves both to authenticate the truth of such a visual statement
and to fetishise its referent. Indeed, like other souvenirs, such a photograph is both a metonymy
and a fetish, standing in for – and symbolically retrieving – the lost object, the person or event
distanced by either time or space. In Freud’s account, the fetish is a symbolic substitute that
both acknowledges and disavows a loss. The paradox of the fetish is that it commemorates the
loss it denies. Holding presence and absence in tenuous and paradoxical equipoise, such
photographic representation ‘accomplishes a similar separation of knowledge from belief’.18

The trajectory that has brought these photographers to this specific spot to capitalise on the
mnemonic desire of other migrant or mobile subjects involves social liaisons and family alliances
(‘my cousin told me…’) but also broader word-of-mouth circuits of information and negotiation. As
AbdulMaliq Simone points out, when economic survival depends on a constant search for new
opportunities and markets, ‘practically every conversation will include an exchange 
of information about the relative advantages of particular places’. Such an information economy 
is highly charged, for its contents ‘may become the primary instrument in a parasitism in which
social ties to neighbours, co-workers, affiliates and even family members are manipulated in order
to cultivate vulnerability, and therefore to take advantage’19 of others within the system or of the
system itself.

Over a period of eight weeks, using only a chair as a prop and the leafy backdrop of the park
itself, Kurgan photographed the forty park photographers willing to collaborate in her project. All
but one are men. Most are framed to include three-quarters of the body, and only two are shown

artfully posing in the act of taking a photograph. The majority (thirty-three out of forty) address
the photographer – and hence the spectator – with a direct, frontal gaze. The framing, scale and
materiality of the photographs – they are printed on German rag paper in pigment inks usually
used for archival prints – point to a documentary rather than artistic tradition, yet invariably,
these photographs also allude to an image-repertoire from painting. Like Renaissance or Baroque
images of saints holding the emblems of their martyrdom, or like the traditional deployment 
of portrait painting for the display and legitimation of social or professional status, each sitter 
is portrayed first and foremost as a ‘professional’ – a photographer photographed – with the
appropriate personal props: the camera, the flash, a handy jacket with pockets or, better still, 
a photographer’s waistcoat.

While camera and flash prosthetically appropriate or facilitate the functions of vision itself, thus
underlining the photograph’s alignment with observation, the photographer’s waistcoat, with
its similarity to fishing or safari waistcoats or even flack jackets, narrates the photographer 
as a person of action, thus eroding the traditional notion of photography as essentially an act
of observation and hence non-intervention. ‘The person who intervenes,’ notes Susan Sontag,
‘cannot record; the person who is recording cannot intervene.’20 Kurgan thus captures the park
photographers not only as ‘eyes’ but also as socially useful agents, caught in a moment of calm
attentiveness. Their gaze enlists hers in a specular address that acknowledges – and asks to 
be acknowledged for – the status equity between subject and object, photographer and model.
Here, then, is an allocution from one photographer to another, an affirmation of the mutuality and
reciprocity of the gaze that passes between them. 

Some of Kurgan’s models copy their own models by what they call ‘doing an action’: miming a
rhetorically formulated pose, a gestural trope. In doing so, they mime mimicry itself: the status of
the pose as a culturally specific mimetic performance. Where it most blatantly exists, the aim of
this ‘action’ is clearly to signal how at-ease the photographer feels in his metier, how in command
of his tools and location. Passing from subject of vision to its object, the photographer-as-model
performs the very condition of subjectivity in the scopic field as that shaped by an objectification
through the gaze of the other.

From the sheen of the photographic surface, captured in vividly crisp detail, the photographers-
as-models elicit Kurgan’s – and by extension, our – attention with empathy, even if with 
a measure of reserve. But like all photographic portraits, their gaze eschews interpretative
closure. Citing Brecht’s observation that a photograph of the Krupp factory reveals virtually
nothing about that organisation (for instance the social relations or conditions of production
within it), Susan Sontag acknowledges what Walter Benjamin had recognised four decades
earlier: that the camera’s rendering of reality hides more than it discloses.21 In flaunting the
apparent transparency of the sign, the portrait photograph suggests that the surface is the
projection of a hidden depth; that in the freezing of an instant, what is captured is the
idiosyncratic plenitude of being. However, while stimulating an epistemological pursuit – if I look
hard enough I will come to know what lies beneath the surface – such photographs decline its
realisation. Even though the eyes and the mouth may be ‘openings onto fathomlessness’ behind
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25
NAME: SBU MCHUNU
DATE OF BIRTH: 16 JUNE 1975
PLACE OF BIRTH: KWAZULU NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA
RELOCATION TO JOHANNESBURG: 1993
CURRENTLY RESIDES: JOUBERT PARK
OCCUPATION: PHOTOGRAPHER
WORKING IN JOUBERT PARK: TEN YEARS

1
NAME: JOHN MAKUA
DATE OF BIRTH: 15 FEBRUARY 1950
PLACE OF BIRTH: LIMPOPO, SOUTH AFRICA
RELOCATION TO JOHANNESBURG: 1969
CURRENTLY RESIDES: HILLBROW
OCCUPATION: PHOTOGRAPHER
WORKING IN JOUBERT PARK: TWENTY TWO YEARS
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22
NAME: MZWANDILE MANQELE
DATE OF BIRTH: 22 SEPTEMBER 1984
PLACE OF BIRTH: KWAZULU NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA
RELOCATION TO JOHANNESBURG: 2002
CURRENTLY RESIDES: FARADAY
OCCUPATION: PHOTOGRAPHER
WORKING IN JOUBERT PARK: TWO WEEKS

2
NAME: JABULANI MPOFU
DATE OF BIRTH: 6 JANUARY 1978
PLACE OF BIRTH: KWABULAWAYO, ZIMBABWE
RELOCATION TO JOHANNESBURG: 2002
CURRENTLY RESIDES: JOUBERT PARK
OCCUPATION: PHOTOGRAPHER
WORKING IN JOUBERT PARK: THREE YEARS
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6
NAME: ROBERT MADAMALALA
DATE OF BIRTH: 6 JULY 1968
PLACE OF BIRTH: VENDA, SOUTH AFRICA
RELOCATION TO JOHANNESBURG: 1989
CURRENTLY RESIDES: DIEPKLOOF
OCCUPATION: PHOTOGRAPHER
WORKING IN JOUBERT PARK: TWELVE YEARS

12
NAME: SANTOS COSSA
DATE OF BIRTH: 9 NOVEMBER 1961
PLACE OF BIRTH: MAPUTO, MOZAMBIQUE
RELOCATION TO JOHANNESBURG: 1990
CURRENTLY RESIDES: JOUBERT PARK
OCCUPATION: PHOTOGRAPHER
WORKING IN JOUBERT PARK: TWO YEARS
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32
NAME: SHUMANI MATSHAVHA
DATE OF BIRTH: 1 DECEMBER 1970
PLACE OF BIRTH: SOWETO, SOUTH AFRICA
RELOCATION TO JOHANNESBURG: 1994
CURRENTLY RESIDES: JOUBERT PARK
OCCUPATION: PHOTOGRAPHER
WORKING IN JOUBERT PARK: TEN YEARS

14
NAME: NKOSIYABO NDLOVU
DATE OF BIRTH: 12 SEPTEMBER 1972
PLACE OF BIRTH: KWABULAWAYO, ZIMBABWE
RELOCATION TO JOHANNESBURG: 1991
CURRENTLY RESIDES: BEREA
OCCUPATION: PHOTOGRAPHER
WORKING IN JOUBERT PARK: ELEVEN YEARS



which ‘lies the interior stripped of appearances’22, the surface of the body as location of meaning
is parsimonious in what it tells us. 

Kurgan’s use of laconic captions, contained within the photographic frame, compensates for this
paucity of meaning by anchoring the images in the empirical, lending them documentary validity
and thus buttressing the photograph’s own claim to evidential proof. The proper name 
of the photographer-as-agent, now doubling as the photographer-as-client, authenticates each
particular existence, separating it from all others. The information includes date and place 
of birth, current place of residence and length of tenure in the park, thus plotting a narrative 
of migrancy and instability onto the culture of wealth and patronage as represented by the Gallery
itself. Such labelling acts analogously to the allocation of things to their proper (that is, discrete)
place in the perspectival system appropriated by photography itself, a form of nominalism that
dissects and orders reality. Thus tagged and identified, the photographic portrait 
is an importantly constituent part of a social archive, but discloses little of what the sitter 
is really like or indeed of the conditions that engendered that moment of capture.23

It is just such an opacity that characterises the hundreds of photographs that, in turn, these
photographers take in their professional capacity in the park. Such photographs, kept 
or circulated, are integrated into that texture of visual and verbal narrative that constitutes 
a subject’s autobiography. As images that embody the transactional condition of photography and
its investment in the sending of a message, these photographs are, in effect, self-portraits that
merely instrumentalise an external operator. For, as Linda Haverty Rugg has observed, 

an individual can forge a photographic self-image through canny manipulations of
photographers and the economic and cultural institutions surrounding the production and
publication of photography, thus maintaining a kind of ‘authorship’ of self-image.24

But, in the devitalising and alienating capture of a hyperbolic moment, they signal the ‘advent 
of myself as other’;25 of myself not (only) as I would like to see myself, but as I am in turn seen, 
as I am perceived by the cultural gaze. ‘What determines me, at the most profound level, in the
visible,’ notes Lacan, ‘is the gaze that is outside. It is through the gaze that I enter light and 
it is from the gaze that I receive its effects. Hence it comes about that the gaze is the
instrument through which light is embodied and through which […] I am photo-graphed.’26 The
subject, in other words, is developed through its illumination by the gaze of the other. Seemingly
aligning with Sartre’s notion, in Being and Nothingness, of the voyeur’s discovery that he also
‘exists for the Other’, Lacan strips the gaze of all qualitative or judgemental functions. Unlike
Sartre, then, for Lacan there is no shame or culpability in being thus caught by it. That capture
through which Lacan concretises the gaze finds its metaphor not in the ‘master’, not in God, but
in the camera (‘I am photo-graphed’) acting as an agency through which the gaze is culturally
mediated. Commenting on the Lacanian gaze, psychoanalytic theorist Kaja Silverman notes: 
‘In order to emerge within the field of vision, the subject can only successfully misrecognise him- 
or herself within that image or cluster of images through which he or she is culturally
apprehended.’27

In such a formulation, not dissimilar to Barthes’s ‘advent of myself as other’, the subject
is structured by representations – by desire, by language – that precede it. The photograph 
as a product of the gaze of the other (of the gaze of myself as other) materialises the necessary
articulation between cultural representations, subjectivity and alterity. It materialises, in other words,
the mimetic identification – the specular recognition (and misrecognition) of self in other – through
which identity itself is naturalised; indeed in which culture is made to appear as second nature.

In effect, in mimetically appropriating the discourse of the other, such a staged ‘still shot’
performs ideology as it performs desire (in a psychoanalytic formulation, the two are never
divorced), exposing the limited agency available to the subject ‘who depends upon the
camera/gaze for his or her specular affirmation’.28 The rhetorical or formulaic poses borrowed
from stock attitudes, the artless matter-of-factness of the compositions and the flattening flash-
illumination that not only lightens the sitters’ skin but also, as it occurs, serves as visual proof 
of the photographic act as an event,29 all render these photographs highly conventionalised
cultural artefacts. Here, desire is phrased in an idiom chosen with precision and specificity from 
a reservoir of cultural ideals: a young man in military fatigues; another wearing a smart suit and
tie; the teenage girl attired in denim and towering wedged shoes; the little girl in trainers
standing coquettishly at the edge of the pond; the lovers’ embrace framed by lush plants in the
greenhouse; the young mother proudly holding her baby on her knee. Less frequently, but
nevertheless remarkably, some clients stage entirely fictional identities: the man crouching for
action and aiming a pistol; four small children dressed in graduation gowns and mortar boards; 
a Father Christmas holding a little girl on his lap; a man attired in t-shirt and ‘tribal skins’. Indeed,
a client might arrive on the scene of photography with a tribal costume or an evening dress rolled
up in her bag, or bring a selection of outfits in which to dress up her child, before choosing the
precise park location that is to serve as backdrop. As Kurgan observes, ‘people have a very
specific notion of how (and what) they want to be photographed in or against’.

The more elaborately staged photographs imitate the role of those paintings known as portraits
historiées (historiating portraits), where sitters choose to be depicted as real or fictional
historical characters, but where they continue to look dressed up rather than convincingly
transformed. Their performance is analogous to that of transvestite acting out, which frequently
aims not at the erasure of one sex by another, but rather at the provocation of a sustained
consciousness of the co-existence, in the transvestite subject, of both sexes. It is perhaps not
out of place here to quote Svetlana Alpers who, in discussing historiating portraits in
seventeenth-century Dutch painting, observes: 

It is a collusion between portrayed and portrayer. It is as if the insistent identity of the
Dutch sitters, present in the look of their faces and their telling domestic bearing,
combines with the insistently descriptive mode of the artist representing them to make
them unable to appear other than themselves.30

Appearing, from behind their costumes, as ‘none other than themselves’, those who stage such
photographic performances clearly invite a similar collusion. Yet as none other than themselves,
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they are but a flimsy presence, throwing into relief a characteristic perhaps less baldly manifest,
but nonetheless present, in all portrait photography. Photography’s privileged indexicality
promises to compensate for absence by producing a projection of a founding presence ‘behind’
the photographic referent. Yet despite the rhetoric that frequently submerges the photographic
subject in a sentimental celebration of ‘the individual’, or ‘character’, or merely of abstract
humanity (‘the family of man’), the portrait photograph promises depth where it can deliver none. 

Barthes schematises this inscrutability in his image of a spectator’s attempt to get behind
appearances by amplifying a photograph until the image is entirely atomised and decomposed. 
In harbouring ‘the illusion that it suffices to clean the surface of the image in order to accede 
to what is behind’, the spectator examines the meagre thickness of the photograph as artefact.
‘[T]o scrutinise means to enter into the paper’s depth, to reach its other side,’ Barthes notes, 
for the spectator believes that ‘what is hidden […] is more “true” than what is visible’.31 Here,
Barthes gestures not to the surrealising ‘unconscious optics’ afforded by enlargements and
reductions to which, in Walter Benjamin’s celebrated formulation, the camera introduces us, but
rather to the pre-Freudian belief that physiognomic surface discloses depth. But in searching for
depth, what Barthes finds is – in that neat verbal play afforded by the French plat (flat) – not only
flatness, but platitude. In straining to find profundity, we are confronted with the banality of a
cliché. It is just such platitude that marks the park photographers’ commissioned works. 

Yet for the individuals portrayed, the play of conventionalised signifiers represents a unique
opportunity to ‘perform their best selves’. Moreover, as Kaja Silverman has perceptively
observed, ‘the act of mimicry through which we attempt to assume a particular representational
form may be doomed to failure because of certain bodily factors which provide the occasion for 
a dramatically other “photographic” transaction’.32 That which eludes the culturally packaged
convention is, like Barthes’s punctum, an accident which pricks me. It may be a loose strand 
of hair, a few beads of sweat on the upper lip, an accidental stain on one’s clothing, a hand or
foot which slips through the knot of intentionality, a bra-strap showing, an eye fixed half-closed 
in a mistimed blink, or, as in Antonioni’s Blow Up, something incidental happening in the
background: details that lead me away from the generic cultural representation to the bodily and
the particular. In this slippage, such photographs hypostatise the subject’s simultaneous
identification with and alienation from (Lacan’s misrecognition) cultural representation. These
images pose, so to speak, some vexing questions: where do uniqueness and typicality meet? 
Is mastery within the domain of mimicry merely subjection by another name? Is it in the success 
or the failure to approximate the photographic ideal that subjective agency reveals itself?

•

With these questions, the spectre of another is raised. What can be construed from the lapse –
the shadow that falls – between the commissioning of such a portrait and the failure to collect 
it a few days or even weeks later? In rhetorically asking this question and in a bid to put to rest
the desire performed by those photographs, Kurgan bought three hundred and fifty unclaimed
images from the park photographers, paying for them what the missing client would have paid

had the photograph been collected. In doing so, she performs an act of symbolic redress to both
the photographers and their lost clients.

In Kurgan’s installation, all these photographs are displayed on both sides of a large screen
dividing the gallery space, so that any contemplation of the portraits of the park photographers 
is obliged to take into account the insistent presence of these material ghosts. Hung in close
clusters – in the manner of nineteenth- or early-twentieth-century salons – they are interspersed
with fifteen paintings that Kurgan has mined from the museum itself in such a way as to
underline both the artifice of the portrait convention shared by photographs and paintings and the
distinct and uncanny ordinariness of the photographs.

In her selection of paintings, Kurgan has limited herself almost exclusively to the foundation
collection purchased by Anglo-Irish picture dealer Hugh Lane.33 This small collection-within-a-
collection reads like a gathering of quotations ‘from culture’, much as the photographs
themselves read not as slices of life but as quotations ‘from life’. Kurgan has included portraits,
by Antonio Mancini and Giovanni Boldini respectively, of Florence Phillips (1909), whose vision
was the driving force behind the initial Johannesburg Art Gallery project, and her husband, mining
magnate Lionel Phillips (1903), who provided the funds and whose influence made it possible 
to invite Lutyens to design the building. Lane, who had never visited South Africa before
inaugurating the fully constituted collection in Johannesburg in 1910, and who ‘was not familiar
with local art-making nor did he see the necessity to be so,’ 34 convinced Florence Phillips of the
importance of focusing on nineteenth-century and contemporary British art, though his collection
did also include other European art and some earlier works, such as the seventeenth-century
Flemish portraits of a lady and a gentleman chosen by Kurgan. All the figures in this sample of
works are white, and all partake of a rhetoric that would, at the foundation of the Gallery, have
served to reinforce colonial nationalism. In them, as indeed in the unclaimed photographs with
which they cohabit, life is sunlit, calm, conflict-free and civilised.

Kurgan has chosen two broad categories of painting. Firstly, portraits: a genre that beckons
directly both to the photographs of her own authorship and to the unclaimed park pictures.
Secondly, scenes that attest to culture in the making; to the activities, quietly undertaken,
that constitute culture not so much as a harnessing and domestication of nature, but
as the mastery of physical or intellectual tools: an artist in his studio (The Artist’s Model
of 1859 by William Frith), a woman sewing (Stitch Stitch of 1876 by John Everett Millais
and the undated Seamstress by Rosa Brett), a writer at work (Burne-Jones’s 1899 portrait
of Rudyard Kipling at his desk). Several of the paintings imply acculturation even if they
do not specifically describe it: Robert Martineau’s Girl with Cat (1860), Jacques-André-Joseph
Aved’s undated Le Jeune Élève, Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s Regina Cordium (1860) – the
queen of hearts – with its elegant symbols of passion shaped by culture. 

With its preponderance of female over male sitters, Kurgan’s collection exposes the clear
gender division characterising the Victorian world-view, where male agency in the public
sphere (the painter, the writer, the student, the mining magnate) is pitted against female
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Park Pictures installation view  (photograph: Oscar Gutierrez)



43 agency in the home. Nowhere is this more emblematically evinced than in Philip Wilson
Steer’s A Chelsea Window (1909) where a woman sits languorously in an armchair
at a window giving onto a luminous London exterior, gazing longingly at a globe of the
world. Women mend clothes or tend to babies (Henry Tonks’s The Baby’s Bath of 1908)
or, if belonging to the serving classes, stop to gossip while sweeping and mopping
(William Orchardson’s Morning Gossips of circa 1780) or take a swig of beer behind the scenes
(Hieronymus Van der Mij’s Woman with a Glass of Beer of circa 1730). Such divisions along
class lines are, of course, ideologically charged, while the attribution of gender roles
gestures ironically to the preponderance of males as professional agents in the collec-
tivity of park photographers documented by Kurgan.

•

The juxtaposition of the unclaimed photographs with the paintings from the collection throws
into relief the fact that pose is not a uniquely photographic procedure and suggests
a universalising desire to fix and ratify status, position or indeed subjectivity through mimetic
representation. But it equally highlights not only that which is unique to posing for photographs,
but the essentially photographic nature of the pose itself. The affected photographic pose is,
then, doubly mimetic: it copies a pre-existing visual trope (an ‘action’, a gesture, a costume),
and it also imitates the condition of photography itself, conjuring, as Kaja Silverman has
argued, a frame, a mise-en-scène and a ‘lit-upness’.35 Crucially, that essence of photography
touched upon by the immobilised formality and conventionality of the pose, is its link to
mortality. ‘What do I do when I pose for a photograph?’ Craig Owens asks. ‘I freeze […]
as if anticipating the still I am about to become; mimicking its opacity, its stillness; inscribing,
across the surface of my body, photography’s “mortification” of the flesh.’ 36

The mortification of which Owens speaks – both the subject’s seizure from the realm of the
vital to that of the image, and the rigid, statue-like arrest of the pose itself – conjures up
Barthes’s use of the term in his discussion of death as the eidos of photography. ‘The
Photograph,’ observes Barthes, ‘creates my body or mortifies it, according to its caprice.’ 37

I inevitably include in my scrutiny the thought of that instant, however brief, in which 
a real thing happened to be motionless in front of the eye. I project the present photograph’s
immobility upon the past shot, and it is this arrest which constitutes the pose.38

Even in its present, then, the pose literalises the pastness of the photographic moment and 
is therefore intrinsic not only to photography’s sustained memento mori but also to its
temporality, to that photographic tense that Barthes illuminatingly formulates as a past-future:
‘by giving me the absolute past of the pose […], the photograph tells me death in the
future’.39 The photographic future is, then, a loss or a death (‘a catastrophe’) that has already
occurred. For Barthes, the portrait photograph functions as a cenotaph or a fetish, a memorial
that stands on the site of an absence: it marks a place where someone once was.

The loss built into photographic representation has long been at the heart of Terry Kurgan’s
work. This has been particularly the case in work dealing with how the familial gaze is
constituted photographically: I’m the King of the Castle (1997), Family Affairs (1999) and
– most poignantly – Lost and Found (2000). Here, the photographs retrieved from Kurgan’s
own family photo album, dating to her childhood or indeed to the ‘historical’ time before she
was born, were enlarged and printed on diaphanous silk organza. ‘I could read my non-
existence in the clothes my mother had worn before I can remember her,’ 40 comments
Barthes as he searches for the quintessentially ‘photographic’ in family photographs from
before his birth. Physically moving through the swaying veils, delicately encroached upon by
the layers of pale images, the spectator of Lost and Found becomes an active participant. In
the public sphere, projects such as Three Women for the Women’s Gaol at Constitution Hill
(2002), act as mnemonic triggers and, in raising the ghosts of three prisoners, thereby
revealing the dim persistence of the past in the post-apartheid present, realise the spectral
nature of all photographic – and historical – referents. 

At the symbolic centre of Park Pictures, pivoted between the portraits of the photographers
and the paintings from the collection, the unclaimed photographs are ghosts of a more
poignant kind. While exposing how the subject constitutes itself mimetically – and hence
makes itself other – they also, in their unclaimed condition, gesture to the subject’s
obliteration, to ‘death in the future’, hyperbolising the mortifying action of photography itself.
Unmoored from the autobiographic communication for which they were intended, they
materialise the photographic condition of capture and loss, exposing the implicit melancholy of
all photographic transactions.

Park Pictures installation view  (photograph: Andrew Meintjes)


